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Abstract
Synchrotron X‑ray diffraction data were obtained to simultaneously measure unit-cell volumes
of W and WO2 at pressures and temperatures up to 70 GPa and 2300 K. Both W and WO2 unit-cell
volume data were fit to Mie-Grüneisen equations of state; parameters for W are KT = 307 (±0.4) GPa,
K′T = 4.05 (±0.04), g0 = 1.61 (±0.03), and q = 1.54 (±0.13). Three phases were observed in WO2 with
structures in the P21/c, Pnma, and C2/c space groups. The transition pressures are 4 and 32 GPa for the
P21/c-Pnma and Pnma-C2/c phase changes, respectively. The P21/c and Pnma phases have previously
been described, whereas the C2/c phase is newly described here. Equations of state were fitted for these
phases over their respective pressure ranges yielding the parameters KT = 238 (±7), 230 (±5), 304 (±3)
GPa, K′T = 4 (fixed), 4 (fixed), 4 (fixed) GPa, g0 = 1.45 (±0.18), 1.22 (±0.07), 1.21 (±0.12), and q = 1
(fixed), 2.90 (±1.5), 1 (fixed) for the P21/c, Pnma, and C2/c phases, respectively. The W-WO2 buffer
(WWO) was extended to high pressure using these W and WO2 equations of state. The T-fO2 slope of
the WWO buffer along isobars is positive from 1000 to 2500 K with increasing pressure up to at least
60 GPa. The WWO buffer is at a higher fO2 than the iron-wüstite (IW) buffer at pressures lower than
40 GPa, and the magnitude of this difference decreases at higher pressures. This implies an increas‑
ingly lithophile character for W at higher pressures. The WWO buffer was quantitatively applied to
W metal-silicate partitioning by using the WWO-IW buffer difference in combination with literature
data on W metal-silicate partitioning to model the exchange coefficient (KD) for the Fe-W exchange
reaction. This approach captures the non-linear pressure dependence of W metal-silicate partitioning
using the WWO-IW buffer difference. Calculation of KD along a peridotite liquidus predicts a decrease
in W siderophility at higher pressures that supports the qualitative behavior predicted by the WWO-IW
buffer difference, and agrees with findings of others. Comparing the competing effects of temperature
and pressure the results here indicate that pressure exerts a greater effect on W metal-silicate partitioning.
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Introduction
Knowledge of volumetric properties of metals and oxides at
high pressure and temperature contributes to our understanding
of metal–silicate equilibria within planetary interiors, the latter
of which can exert a strong influence on the chemical potential
of oxygen (or oxygen fugacity, fO2). The coexistence of a metal
and its oxide at equilibrium constitutes an oxygen buffer, and
can be used in 1-bar or high-pressure experimentation to control
or calculate fO2 (e.g., Cottrell et al. 2009, 2010; Burkemper et
al. 2012; Dobson and Brodholt 1999; Rubie 1999). A common
example relevant to the deep Earth is the iron-wüstite (IW) buffer,
which is often used to control and measure the fO2 of Fe-bearing
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experiments. However, in non-Fe-bearing experiments where
fO2 similar to IW is desired or in cases requiring fO2 conditions
more oxidizing or reducing than IW, an alternative buffer must
be used. The fO2 of the W-WO2 (WWO) buffer is equal to IW at
~1200 K (at 1 bar), and becomes more oxidizing with increas‑
ing temperature, becoming approximately one log unit higher at
2200 K. For this reason, the WWO buffer is well-suited to experi‑
ments where fO2 similar to that of IW is required, e.g., Cottrell et
al. (2009, 2010) controlled and calculated experimental fO2 using
the WWO buffer in Fe-free, W-bearing melting experiments.
Oxygen fugacity buffers can have significant pressure depen‑
dencies. The volume difference between the metal and oxide of a
buffer is used to obtain fO2 along the buffer at high pressures, and
therefore differences in compressibility of the metal and oxide
can result in significant deviations of calculated fO2 relative to
1 bar. The WWO buffer has been studied at ambient-pressure con‑

